An AHP based optimized tuning of Modified Active Disturbance Rejection Control: An application to power system load frequency control problem.
This paper presents Modified Active Disturbance Rejection Control (MADRC) scheme and a systematic procedure to tune its tuning variables via. observer and controller gains. The problem of tuning is formulated as a constrained multi-objective optimization problem. Depending upon the application appropriate objective functions are chosen, and a unified objective is developed based on weighted sum approach. Five different weight combinations are considered, which result in five objective functions. Each objective function is individually optimized using Teaching-Learning Based Optimization (TLBO), this leads to five sets of tuning variables. Best among five alternatives will be selected based on Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). The effectiveness of this approach is validated through its application to a power system with load frequency control problems. Different simulation examples involving single-area and multi-area power systems are considered in the presence of sudden load disturbances, model uncertainties, and parameter variations. Further stability analyses are carried out in a standard two-degree of freedom Internal Model Control (IMC) framework.